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What are severe accidents
• Nuclear reactors are designed to cope with a set of likely 

and extremely unlikely events
– These events form an important part of the plant’s Design Basis.

• Design Basis Accidents (DBA)
• Occasionally plants experience events that were not 

considered in the safety design, Beyond Design Basis 
Accidents (BDBA)
– Most of the time the provisions made for normal operation and 

DBA can cope with these
• Every few decades we have a BDBA that the plant systems 

and operators can’t cope with 
– Significant fuel damage occurs, often core melt
– These are Severe Accidents



Bad Days and
Really Bad Days

NRX, Ontario 1952

105 KW, Washington 1955 

EBR-1, Idaho 1956

HTRE-3, Idaho 1958

SRE, California 1959

WTR, Pennsylvania 1960

Fermi 1 Michigan 1966

St. Laurent A1, France 1969

Chapelcross, UK 1976

St. Laurent A2, France 1980

SL-1*, Idaho 1961
Lucens, Switzerland 1969
KS-150, Slovakia 1977
TMI-2, Pennsylvania 1979

Windscale, UK            1957
Chernobyl, Ukraine   1986
Fukushima Daiichi, 
Japan (3 units) 
2011

No significant off-site consequences Significant consequences

Units not returned to service

* 3 operators died

Units returned to service



The worst day ever



How did it happen:
The test

• Test planned to determine how long coasting 
down turbine generators could supply power for 
emergency cooling

• Test to be performed after long run.
– At this time reactor had high positive void coefficient 

of reactivity
• Test procedure called for the test to start when 

the reactor reached 25% power
– Procedure didn’t prohibit test at lower power
– Neither did normal procedures or training
– Procedure not reviewed by nuclear staff



How did it happen:
The delay

• Test required a 9 hour hold at 50% power 
during shutdown to allow pump 
reconfiguration 

• Near the end of the 9 hours, load dispatch 
ordered the plant to stay at 50% for another 9 
hours
– Xenon build up
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For 6% of fissions

Always



How did it happen:
The delay

• When the hold was lifted an operator mistake 
caused a rapid power drop to 1%
– Not enough reactivity  was left to bring power up 

to the nominal test starting point of 25%



How did it happen:
Get her done

• Operators brought power up as high as they 
could, ~6%
– Coolant became more dense
– Higher potential for large increase in voids

• This required braking rules to leave a number of 
control rods in to compensate for potential 
reactivity increase from increasing voids
– Operators may not have understood the of 

significance the rules
– The may not have known how few rods were in 

because of instrumentation lags and display location



How did it happen:
The test

• Start all pumps
– Ensure sufficient coolant flow when power is removed 

from half of the pumps
– Increased coolant density

• More potential for reactivity increase
• Start the test – remove power from 4 pumps

– Coolant heat-up
– Power increase

• Stop the test
– Within 30 sec operators notice power increase and 

scram the reactor



But the reactor didn’t shutdown

1:23:40 1:23:45



The results

Narrow Range

Wide Range

Power



Why did it happen



The offsite radiological consequences
from severe accidents

Chernobyl Fukushima 
Daiichi

Windscale TMI-2

Consequential
Release (PBq)

1.5 X 104 6.3 X 102 6.8 X 101 1.3 X 10-3

Relative
Release

100 43 4.6 10-5

Excess Thyroid 
Cancers

~6000 None Expected None None

Confirmed 
Public Deaths

~15 None Expected None None

Land removed 
from service

15,000 km2 1000 km2

330 km2 long 
term

None None

Consequential release in equivalent dose of 131I



Radiation exposure has not been the 
most important consequence

• At Fukushima Daiichi for example
– 210,000 people were evacuated
– A 2013 survey of 1/3 of the evacuees found:

• 16,000 people were still living in evacuation shelters
• 8,000 considered themselves socially disabled due to 

traumatic symptoms, and
• 17,000 thought that they or their offspring would suffer 

health effects from radiations exposure.
– About 60 hospital patients died because of difficulties with 

evacuation
– About 300 km2 of land removed from use for a long time
– Serious economic consequences

• Chernobyl is similar or worse
• We must prevent this in the future



Lessons learned
Severe Accident Management

• What do you do when everything you were 
counting on has has failed

• This must be planned in advance
• Necessary equipment must be staged
• Practice, practice, practice

– All the way up to the PM



Lessons learned
It’s the requirements stupid

• The requirements for
– Siting
– Systems, structures and components
– Training
– Safety culture



I&C or HSI issues contributed to every 
event (EPRI results)

• Inadequate functionality 6 events
• I&C availability 7 events
• Design issues 14 events
• HSI issues 8 events
• I&C lifecycle issues 5 events

– Such issues usually result from incomplete or 
incorrect requirements

• Most events involved more than one issue







Current challenges

• Geomagnetic storms
• Lack of resources for some plants
• Expansion of the nuclear industry
• Cyber security



Johnson’s laws of nuclear safety

• Nobody’s perfect
• Don’t confuse models with reality
• A ton of paper is a poor substitute for a bolt
• Sometimes you need a shovel

Sometimes you need a spoon



For more information

• See my report for EPRI 
go to www.epri.com and search for 
3002005385
– Unlike most recent EPRI documents it’s free

• Videos and more detailed summaries coming 
from IAEA
– Jin will know when they are available

http://www.epri.com/


These barriers must be robust

Barrier
• Fuel rods

• Reactor Vessel

• Containment Vessel

Design Conditions (PWR)

• ≥ 17 Mpa
• 1200°C
• 17 MPa
• 350°C
• 0.4 MPa (g)
• 180°C 

There are significant differences between designs
Especially for Containment Vessel design conditions



Lessons learned
The Prime Directive

• Radiation exposure has not been the biggest 
hazard to the public

• It is trauma of having to move away from 
homes, jobs, friends, and family

• The reactor might not be the biggest hazard
– At Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4’s spent fuel pool came 

very close to releasing more radiation than Units 
1, 2, and 3



The role of electronic systems
Barrier Protection

PUBLIC

Detect abnormal 
or accident 
conditions and 
stop the 
progression of  
the conditions or 
actuate backup 
systems



The reactor safety strategy 
Multiple Barriers

Exclusion Zone
Low Population

Zone

Reactor Barrier Image: Matagorda County Texas



The reactor safety strategy 
Defense in Depth

1 Prevent abnormal operation and failures
2 Control abnormal events and failures
3 Control design basis accidents
4 Control severe conditions
5 Emergency response



The reactor safety strategy 
Guards against Common Cause Failures

• Design and manufacturing errors
• External hazards

– Earthquakes, tornados, flooding, fires
– Human attacks, nearby accidents

• Internal 
– Release of reactor coolant
– Radiation
– Missiles, Fires

Qualification
Diversity
Separation
Shielding
Isolation
Elevation



The role of electronic systems
Defense in Depth
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